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2012 CIVIC AWARDS

The award is given for the most outstanding example of new building, renovation or landscape
conservation completed in Melbourne or Kings Newton during the last twelve months. The
following criteria apply: quality of design, standard of workmanship, impact on the street scene
and conservation ideals.

There were five nominations for the award. The judges were Mr Adam Lathbury, DCC
Conservation Officer; Parish Councillor, Mrs Margaret Sharp; Society Committee members,
Neil Wright, Pam Adams and Ian Turner; Mrs Linda Bazley, member representative.

Melbourne Hall Roof 

A huge project involving the replacement of the roof timbers, slates, lead-work and attic
windows along with the re-modelling of the former incongruous chimney stacks. All the work
carried out by local craftsmen to a very high standard.

Judgement: The judges admired the outstanding workmanship and materials used on this
project to give visitors a view that would have been familiar two hundred and fifty years ago. The
graduated slates, replacement attic windows and restored chimney stacks all drew special
praise.

The Old Bakery, 6 Potter Street 

An extension to replace the original garage, the design features matching the rest of the
building, but employing the imaginative use of African hardwood and striking metalwork.

Judgement: Faithful duplication of the features found in the rest of the former bakery attracted
favourable comments from the panel. There was discussion on the relative merits of painted
versus plain hardwood timber but the judges praised this addition to Potter Street.

William’s Yard, Derby Road

A substantial, and sometimes controversial shop development on a tight site which had been
vacant for many years, A serious attempt has been made to echo the features of adjacent
properties.

Judgement: A topic for continued debate amongst Melbourne residents; the development was
praised for its overall impact on the street scene. Resisting any tendency towards blandness,
the designer has borrowed features from a wide area but maybe slipped into over-exuberance
in some of the embellishments. Even the coloured render has added a hint of East Anglia to
Melbourne.

32, Derby Road 

The damaged render to the Derby Road elevation has been removed, replaced and repainted.
Similarly the pebble-dash to the south elevation has also been removed to expose the original
brickwork which has been re-pointed and new timber work of a type more contemporary with
the building installed. The chimney stacks have been raised to provide better proportions.

Judgement: The judges praised the owners for having the imagination and determination to
restore this simple building in a way that quietly adds to the street scene. Removing the ugly
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pebble-dash to reveal the original brickwork, now carefully repointed, and installing uniform
windows attracted particular comment. 

8, South Street 

The former seed-supplies shop has been smartly renovated by keeping the original shutter and
installing new sash windows. The outbuildings, now converted to “mews” dwellings complete a
very pleasing set, having been completed using “period” woodwork and paint.

Judgement: Carried out over many years, all judges thought this was an outstanding project. The
house had been beautifully restored and maintained its character by keeping its shop door and
window shutter. The outbuildings had been converted using reclaimed materials and details,
such as the Yorkshire slide windows, copied from the original structure. A truly local project and
a labour of love.  

CIVIC AWARD WINNER 2012: 8 South Street

HIGHLY COMMENDED:  Williams Yard, Derby Road

COMMENDED: 32 Derby Road

2011 Awards 

There were eight nominations for the award. The judges were Mrs. Liz Walker, architect; Parish
Councillor, Mrs Margaret Sharp; Society Committee members, Neil Wright, Pam Adams and
Ian Turner; Mr Brian Budd, member representative.

CIVIC AWARD WINNER 2011

The Tithe Barn Church Square   



The judges noted that this was big project to undertake. An outstanding historic building in
Melbourne has now been preserved for posterity. With its patchwork quilt of masonry and
brickwork and new roof, the building has been transformed. Local building contractor, Alan
Staley and his team, deserved official recognition for their high standard of craftsmanship while
working within the constraints of English Heritage guidelines. The finished result created a big
visual impact on Church Square. An excellent restoration had been achieved.

SPECIAL AWARD

56 Potter Street

 

A little jewel in the heart of Melbourne was the architect's comment. Strong design features
based on the horizontal and vertical lines of the thatched cottage were carried out consistently

http://www.23hq.com/histman/photo/6652242
http://www.23hq.com/histman/photo/6659185
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with the use of modern materials. The weathering cedarwood and fabulous lead roof make a
strong statement but the extension still preserved and even enhanced the status of the original
building. Within the constraints of a small space a satisfying blend of the old and new had been
achieved.

COMMENDED

63 Castle Street 

South Derbyshire County Council were to be congratulated for initiating an excellent restoration,
which has had an impressive impact on Castle Street. They particularly applauded the cast iron
rainwater goods, the replacement door and overlight as well as the repointing on the brickwork.

Gates at the Dower House 

The judges thought the replacement oak gates, made by Garry Toon, were very handsome.
They were a fine example of the high standard that can be achieved when supporting the skills
of local craftsmen. Using the seasoned oak from a tree felled in the garden added an extra
personal statement. They have greatly improved the appearance of the boundary wall in Penn
Lane

Mill House, 21 High Street and 27 High Street: jointly nominated

The judges commented that taking on the task of replacing so many windows was an
impressive achievement. The standard of workmanship by Andy Younger was of high quality
and finish to brickwork showed attention to detail. It had enhanced the centre Grade ll listed
building and restored a row of historic buildings back to a satisfying unity. A fine example had
been set of what can be achieved when neighbours co-operate on a joint project.

ALSO NOMINATED

21 Castle Street

The judges were impressed with the desire to install cast iron railings of such high quality and
design and so much in keeping with those found in other parts of Melbourne. They were to be
congratulated for supporting local craftsman, David Tucker, and making an attractive addition to
the street scene in Melbourne.

Melbourne Dental Practice

The judges thought that the replacing of windows had improved the frontage and the addition of
a tree planted in the circular bed put the finishing touch to an improved addition to the street
scene in Melbourne.

Lomas Opticians, 1 Chapel Street

The judges admired the replacement sash windows and the repainting and presentation of the
shop frontage. It made a pleasing impact on the street scene and they were to be congratulated
for embracing the principles of conservation and civic pride. 

2010 Awards

No awards were made in 2010 as there were insufficient completed projects judged worthy of
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award.

2009 Joint Winners

The Stables, Robinsons Hill and Warwick House in Derby Road are this year's Joint Award

winners. The judges made these comments:

The Stables, Robinsons Hill is an impressive conversion by Eric Lee of barn and stables to a

dwelling. Being a listed building the change has been carried out in a most sensitive manner.
The retained stable windows fit perfectly within the stone frontage. A glimpse of the interior,
seen through the entrance door, shows that the original stalls, mangers and brick paving have
been retained. The judges were impressed that a conversion had been achieved which still
maintains the integrity of its original function as a farm building.

Warwick House, 65 Derby Road 
The judges were very impressed with the excellent quality and design of these railings. They
praised the lowering of the wall and reuse of the original coping-stones. The owners Mr and Mrs
Mitchell were to be congratulated for taking the effort to reinstate railings that were an exact
replica of those that existed when the house was originally built. They created an impressive
frontage to a house which is now a notable example of fine conservation.

A certificate of commendation will go to the Parish Council for the garden on the High Street

2008 Winners

The winner of the 2008 Civic Society Award was the restoration of the old Workhouse, 30
Potter St (below).

Highly commended was the restoration of the 14 Chambers Row, Blanchcroft (below).
Some of the judges can be seen hard at work.
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